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Fully sequencedprokaryotic genomesof Escherichiacoli, Haemophilusinfluenzaeand Methanococcusjanaschii
were subjected.to genome analysis for nucleotide interactions. The analysis was restricted to inter-nucleotide
relations like two nucleotides in a dinucleotide, three nucleotides in a codon and two codons in a dicon.
This relational analysis was carried out in C languageand was compiled on a C++ compiler. The relational
analysis showed a preferential dinucleotide frequency (the observedfrequenciesof AA and TT were higher
than the expected frequency and the observedfrequenciesof CC and 00). From codon frequency distribution
analysis, sub-codonic elements have been noticed, exerting that the first one or first two nucleotide may
reasonablydeterminethe next nucleotide(s)in a codon. The analysis further revealsthe existenceof short-range
randomness or chaotic behaviour in prokaryotic genomes,which might be a forerunner for the origin of
introns in eukaryotes, besides being involved in a regulatory role.

Introduction
Genome analysis by various approaches, including
linguistic (Pesoleet al1994), grammatical(Collado-Vides
1991), as well as the nucleotide frequency approach
(Mrazek and Karlin 1998) have been immensely useful
in determining the frequency of occurrenceof different
lengths of nucleotide strings in the genome besides
helping decipher sequence relatedness and specificity.
The 'dinucleotide relative abundance' has been shown
to follow a 'general design', where closely related
organismshave relatively identical/similar generaldesign
(Karlin and Burge 1995). Hence they can be referred to
as 'genomic signatures' for different DNA samples.These
'dinucleotide relative abundance'analysis have explained
the differences betweenthe DNA sequencesin prokaryotes
and eukaryotes, viruses and hosts, and the way they
differ at codon sites etc. However, these assessments
have been restricted to few representative bacterial
sequences,possibly due to the lack of complete genome
sequencesat the time of analysis (Nussinov 1984). In
addition, dinucleotide abundancestudies were performed

using concatenatedsequencesor their inverted complementarysequencesor from multiple 50 kb disjoint contiguous segments of the genome (Karlin et al 1997).
Though these studies reflect on the dinucleotide relative
abundance,the possibilities for nucleotide preferencesin
dinucleotides, codons and dicons and vice versa have
not beenconsidered.The recent availability of complete
genome sequencesof a few prokaryotes (O'Brien 1997)
offers an excellent opportunity to analyse the possibility
of nucleotide interactions in the organization of the
genome.Hence in this study, we attempt to analyse the
inter-nucleotide relations between (i) two nucleotides in
a dinucleotide (e.g., interaction between A and C in a
dinucleotide AC), (ii) three nucleotides in a codon (e.g.,
interaction betweenA, C and G in a codon ACG), (iii)
two codons in a dicon (e.g., interaction between ACG
and TTT in a dicon ACGTTT), by choosing,for analysis,
the complete genome sequencesof Escherichia coli,
Haemophilus influenzae and Methanococcusjanaschii.
This study, comprising completely sequencedgenomes
of prokaryotes, allows interpretations on the role of
genomic signature,helps in identifying species specific
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relations (if any), besides giving an indication of conformational and packaging arrangements in a double
helix. In this paper, we describe the genome as a
'deterministic genome' since the full length of the genome
has the potential to code for proteins at some point in
its lifetime and thus to avoid the bias basedon classifying
them into non-openreadingframe (ORF) and ORF regions.

The relationship betweenrandomnessand deterministic
nature of the genome was analysed by another standard
function 'fseekO', to accomplish lexical (one nucleotide
jump), codonic (three nucleotidejump) and diconic shifts
(hexanucleotidejump). The function fseekO, positions
the cursor at the desired place to start comparison. In
this way data reflecting the lexical, codonic and diconic
shifts was obtained.
Probability theorem was used to analyse the relation
Materials and methods
betweenthe nucleotides:
"The events A, B, C
are said to be independent,
Genome database
if and only if the probability of occurrence of these
The complete genomes of H. injluenzae (1830 kbp) events taken together,P(AnBnC. ..) i.e., observed fre(http://www.sdsc.edu/ResTools/cmshp.html),
M. janaschii quency, is equal to the product of the probabilities of
(1740 kbp) (http://www.sdsc.edu/ResTools/cmshp.html) individual events, P(A)*P(B)*P(C) ...i.e., expectedfreand E. coli (4636 kbp) (http://mol.genes.nig.ac.jp/ecoli/)
quency:
genomes were downloaded in a compressedmode and
decompressedby using the KeyView-32 program.
= P(A)*P(B)*P(C)
P(AnBnC

Genome analysis

The failure to satisfy this condition implies the presence
of mutual interactions between the nucleotides.
All the programs for the relational analysis were written
Dinucleotide expected frequencies were calculated by
in C language and were compiled by the C++ compiler
multiplying
each base frequency with the four base
under the IRIX (UNIX) environment which was accessed
frequencies and comparing with the observed dinucleotide
through a Silicon Graphics workstation. The program
allows the analysis of a complete genome sequenceor frequencies through bar graphs.
Three types of expected frequencies were calculated
a selective stretch/string of a DNA sequence.Both the
to find if there are any interactions within the codons.

strands have not been joined or concatenated,as that
would lead to a reduction in the dinucleotidecombinations The 64 codons were divided into 4 parts of 16 codons
thus av~raging them out. So our analysis is extended each. The -parts were created such that, in each part the
only to a single strand of the complete genome. The 1st nucleotide i.e., 'I' in a codon of '123' occurs in
programs are shown in the appendix. The data were all the 16 dinucleotide combinations (see figure 3). This
further analysed by SigmaPlot to comprehend the methodology was adopted to know the influence of the
1st nucleotide on the next two nucleotides.
nucleotide interactions.
2.3 Logic applied in genome analysis
The number of combinations possible with the four
nucleotides of a given length is 4", where n is the
sequence length. The program was written such that~ it
would generate all the possible combinations of given
length, like 42 for dinucleotides, 43 for codons, 46 for
dicons (two codons taken at a time) and 49 for tricons
(three codons taken at a time) and store in an array for
future comparison with the genome. The entire sequence
of the genome was considered as a single string. Through
standard 'file pointer' function, each sequence in a
particular category was compared with the genome
through the standard strcmp() function till it reaches the
End of File (EOF). If the comparison was a successful
event, an integer variable was increased by one unit. In
this way, at the end of the comparison, the number of
times that particular sequence occurred was obtained.
After comparison with the particular sequence, the next
sequence was taken from the array and the similar
process of comparison was repeated.

1-2-3 type: In this approach 1,2,3 stand for specific
nucleotidesand each nucleotide was consideredto occur
independently.As the frequency of 1,2,3 were known,
they were multiplied and compared to the observed
frequency of the 64 codons.
12-3 type: In this type, codon frequency was
considered as the result of the influence of dinucleotide

and base frequencies. The expected frequency was
calculated by multiplying the observed frequency of the
dinucleotide (by considering 12 as a dinucleotide) with
the observed frequency of the bases (by considering 3

as the base).
J -23 type: In this, the expected frequency was calculated
by multiplying the observed frequency of the dinucleotide
(by considering 23 as a dinucleotide) with the observed
frequency of the bases (by considering I as the base).
This expected frequency was compared with the observed
frequency of the 64 codons.

All the data, i.e., expected and observed frequencies,

Genomeanalysis for nucleotide interactions
were normalized i.e., each frequency was divided by the
cumulative frequency and expressedas a percentage.
Results and discussion
3.

Base composition and dinucleotide frequency

In all the three genomes,the ratio of C, G and A, T
are approximately equal to one (figure 1). The order of
frequency of nucleotides is A > T > C > G in H. injluenzae, A>T>G>C,
in M. janaschii and C>G>A>T
in E. coli. The C + G content of H. injluenzaewas found
to be 38%, 31% in M. janaschii while in E. coli it was
to be 51% and the calculated values from this study
agree with the experimentaldata in the literature (Olesen
and Woese 1996; Devine and Wolfe 1995). The
frequencies of 'AA', 'TT' and 'CC', 'GG' are approximately equal. Interestingly, though the frequency of C
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Figure 1. Base frequency comparison of genomes. Actual
frequency can be determined from per cent frequency and the
genome size.
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and G is higher than A and T in the E. coli genome,
the occurrenceof CC and GG is less than AA and TT
(figures 1, 2) in the same.
In the three genomes analysed, all the observed dinucleotide frequencieswere deviating from their respective expected frequencies,an indication of the existence
of strong mutual interactions and preferences for one
another. In spite of the observed high frequency of C
and G in the E. coli genome, the lesser preference of
CC and GG suggeststhat there are interactions,preferences and selections in the organization of the genome
(figures 1, 2). This suggests the existence of specific
rules and laws in the organization of the genome that
are yet to be deciphered.
The observedfrequenciesof AA and TT were higher
than the expectedfrequency. Further, the frequencies of
AA and TT are also higher compared to the observed
frequenciesof CC and GG. The high fre~uency of AA
and TT might have relevance in regulatory sequences,
such as TA TA boxes,and might also play an important
functional role in the organization of the genome
(Nussinov 1990). On the contrary, CC and GG dinucleotide frequencyis less than expectedand this may
have relevance in conformational and packing arrangements in DNA, since homonucleotidesteps GG(CC) and
AA(TT) are the most rigid (Nussinov 1991). For the
roll motion that would correspond to a bend, the TA
step is most flexible and GG(CC) the least (Sarai et al
1989). The low GG(CC) frequencyin the genomereflects
.Jessconformational constraints in DNA packing.
Comparisons were made between 'hetero-nucleotide
dinucleotide' and its inverse form, such as P(AC) and
P(CA) (figure 2). We observe that one of the two forms
always occurs at a higher frequencyrelative to the other
form. This perhapsis an indication that "either there is
a differential potential existing among the nucleotides,
which might be playing an importantrole in the preference
or avoidanceof any particular nucleotide, or it may be
that there is a particular importance for the position of
a particular nucleotide in the dinucleotide."
Though the relative potential of each nucleotide is yet
to be identified and characterized, it is observed that
GC is more preferred over CG. In E. coli GC is the
most frequent dinucleotide (figure 2). The highest frequency reflects the high frequency of C and G bases
(figure 1). Hence, dinucleotide frequencies appearto be
influenced not only by the base frequencies, but also
through a preference of one nucleotide over the other
through mutual interactions. It is also noted that in
general GA is preferred over AG, AT is preferred over
TA, TC is preferred over CT and TG is preferred over
GT. The significance of these preferencesis yet to be
determined(figure 2). However, studies of nearestneighbour dinucleotide frequencies in prokaryotes showed
GC>AT>GT>TA;
AA>AT;
GC>CA;
TG>TA

Figure
1
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(Nussinov 1991). The analysis from the present study
differs in that AT>TA>GC>GT;
CA>GC; TA>TG.
These differences in the analysis might reflect methodological variations in the two studies,such as,the Nussinov
studies include a data base encompassing2.5 x 106prokaryotic nucleotides of GenBank version 56 and is not
restricted to specific genomes,while our study comprises
only of complete specific genome sequences.

Table 1. Comparison of observed codonic frequency
versus expectedcodonic frequency in all the three genomes
(refer to figure 4).
Level

(%)

,

1-23 scenario 12-3 scenario 1-2-3 scenario

M. janaschii
5%
10%
20%
30%

Codon frequency distribution

9
23
40
47

(2.0675)
(0.5862)
(-0.5164)
(-1.0613)

II
23
41
45

(1.7385)
(0.5862)
(-0.5862)
(-0.8892)

7
17
26
37

(2.5031)
(1.0613)
(0.3818)
(--0.3164)

H. influenzae

The nucleotide interactions within a codon were analysed
5%
9 (2.0675)
9 (2.0675)
14 (1.3607)
10%
19 (0.8892) 19 (0.8892) 22 (0.6580)
by comparing the base,dinucleotide and codon frequency
20%
38 (-0.3818), 38 (-0.3818) 32 (0.000)
bar graphs(figures 1-3). Theseresults suggestthat except
30%
52
(-1.6013) 53 (-1.7395) 44 (-0.8090)
for few codons, the codon frequency appears to be a
combined result of the base frequencies and a propor- E. coli
tionate inheritance from dinucleotide frequencies.
5%
15 (1.2541) 15 (1.2541)
8 (2.2678)
Of the three expected frequencies,type 1-23 arid 12-3
10%
19 (0.8892) 19 (0.8892) 16 (1.1547)
were matching proportionately with the observed fre20%
33 (-Q.0625) 35 (-0.1883) 36 (-0.2520)
30%
54 (-1.8935) 55 (-2.0675) 44 (-0.8090)
quency of the 64 codons. However, the extent of
proportionality is not uniformly distributed over all the
codons.The fact that there is somekind of proportionality, The analysis was carried out at different per cent levels of
matching. Values shown are the number of codons matching
perhaps reflects the presence of nucleotide interactions with observed codonic frequency out of 64 codons. Values in
within a codon (figure 4, table 1).
parenthesis indicate skewness.
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It is also noted that the 16 codons of each part show
proportional frequencies as that of the dinucleotide
frequencies (figures 2-3) suggesting that, qualitatively,
the codon frequency is proportional to the dinucleotide
frequency. The relative frequencies of the 4 parts are
decided by the genomic frequency of the I st nucleotide

(1-23) of every codon (for example, 123 is a codon) or
the 1st and 2nd nucleotides of a codon (12-3). This
observation is significant, in that, analogous to atomic
and sub-atomic particles, there could be codonic and

sub-codonic elements, which might be playing an
important role in the organization of the genome. This
conclusion is further strengthened by the observation
that the 3 nucleotides in codon are not occurring
independently (as in the 1-2-3 type) but have distinct

preferences(as in 12-3, 1-23) (table I). These types of

like behaviour referred to as chaos (Ramaswamy and
Iyer 1996). The randomness seems to be fundamental
in nature and increased randomness or gathering more
information takes place at the cost of increased unpredictability.
The randomness present in prokaryotic
genomes perhaps plays an important role in the evolution
of intronic regions in higher organisms. The unpredictable
behay.ior of deterministic genomes due to the randomness
might still follow some orderly behaviour amidst the
apparent disorder. However, a clear determination for
such a kind of chaotic behaviour is yet to be found.
We also observed that whenever A and T rich codons
are interacting, some standard pattern is being followed,
which is dependent on the dinucleotide and codon distribution (figure 6a). We note that AAAAAA is not the
most frequent dicon as would be expected from

sub-codonic elements, with selective preference and avoidance, may play an important role in genome organization
and evolution. In early evolution, when a single strand
of DNA has yet to evolve, the first nucleotide or the
first two nucleotides may have influenced the next
incoming nucleotide. This study suggests such a possibility, albeit with higher efficiency, as 1-23 and 12-3
types of codon frequency are similar to the observed
frequency but the 1-2-3 type is not. In other words, the
first one or the first two nucleotides determine the next
nucleotide preference. This would perhaps reduce the
time required for DNA synthesis and speed up the
process with higher efficiency for the formation of stable

DNA.
This type of genome analysis is also useful in identifying, in a relatively simple way, the isochore regions
(Gardiner 1996) and the codon bias in a particular
organism. Since, the isochore distribution in the whole
genome is specific to organisms, this type of analysis
provides rationale for designing molecular approaches in

0.30

transgenetechnology.

In dicon frequency distribution analysis, shift influence
and codon-codon interactions are considered. In the present study, three kinds of shifts, lexical (mononucleotide
jumps), codonic (trinucleotide jumps) and diconic (hexanucleotide jumps) are performed to examine the homogeneity of the nucleotide frequency distribution in the
short-range (i.e., 1, 3 and 6 nucleotide lengths). The
three graphs in figure 5 look remarkably similar (but
not identical) in all the three shifts, indicating the presence
of short-range randomness in the genome. In other words,
shifting the origin by 1, 3 and 6 nucleotides does not
materially alter the frequency distribution of the dicons.
However, if the analysis is restricted to anyone of the
panels in figure 5 i.e., lexical or codonic or diconic
distribution, we note conspicuous differences in dicon
frequency, which indicates probable importance of specific dicons in the genome. It has been shown recently
that simple deterministic systems can generate random

Figure 5. Frequency distribution of dicons in M. janasch.
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dinucleotide
and codon frequencies, rather, it is
AAAAA T, suggesting strong codon-codon interactions

and hence specific preferencesand avoidances.
It is observed that any codon which is rich in C
and/or G, interacts with any other codon, the frequencies

and the patterns followed being completely different from
A or T codons (figure 6b), dicons and dinucleotides in
the organization of the genome. The low frequency
shown by the C, G dinucleotides is reflected in all the
codonic frequencies and also in the diconic frequencies.
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This suggestsan important regulatory role played by the
CG or GC rich codons. Similar studies with genomes
having preferential bias for C + G (higher C, G content)
would perhaps provide additional information on the
mutational C + G bias. However, none of the completely
sequencedgenomes available so far have such a bias.
The genome of Mycobacterium tuberculae has such a
mutational bias (C + G content, equal to 68%), but the
complete sequenceis yet to be made available in the
public domain. Hence studies to extend C + G biased
analysis can be undertaken in future.
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Appendix'c'
Programs employed
Base composition:

int ij,n=O;
char m[4],dinu[max][3];
long two[max][l];
m[O]='a';m[1]='c';m[2]='g';m[3]='t'
for(i=O;i<4;i++)
for(j=O;j<4;j++)
{

sprintf(dinu[n++],"%c%c",m[i],m[j]);
FILE *fp;
fp=fopen(argv[l],"r");
char gene[3];
int st;long inc,tr;

for(tr=O;tr<max;tr++)
inc=O;
while(fgets(gene,3,fp)!=NULL&&strlen(gene)==2)
st=strcmp(gene,dinu[ tr]);

if(st=O)
++inc;
}

#include<curses.h>
main(int argc,char *argv[])
int ch;float i=O,j=O,k=O,m=O,n=O;
FILE *fp;
fp =fopen(argv[l ],"r");
while« ch=fgetc(fp» !=EOF)

rewind(fp);
two[tr][l]=inc;
printf("%s %ld\n",dinu[tr],two[tr] [1]);

}

Codonfrequency:

n++;

if(ch=='a')i++;
else if(ch=='c')j++;
else if(ch=='g')k++;
else if(ch=='t')m++;
printf("no of 'a' bases =%.2t\n",i);
printf("no of 'c' bases =%.2t\n",j);
printf("no of 'g' bases =%.2t\n",k);
printf("no of 't' bases =%.2t\n",m);
printf("total of no of nucleotides : %.2t\n ",(i+j+k+m»;
printf("(G+C)Content = %.3f\n",((j+k)/(i+j+k +m» * 100);
printf("(A+ T)Content = %.3t\n",«i+m)/(i+j+k+m»* 100);

Dinucleotide frequency:
#include<curses.h>
#include<string.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
#include<stdio.h>
#define max 16
main(int argc,char *argv[])

fclose(fp);

#include<curses.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
#include<string.h>
#include<stdio.h>
#define maz 64
main(int argc,char *argv[])
int ij,k,o=O;
char b[4],codon[maz][4];
long cod[maz];
b[O]='a';b[l]='c' ;b[2]='g';b[3]='t'
for(i=O;i,<4;i++ )
for(j=O;j' <4;j++ )
for(k=O;1k<4;k++)

sprintf(codon[0++],"%c%c%c",b[i],b[j],b[k ]);
FILE *fp;
fp=fopen(argv[l ],"r");
int tr,st,inc;

Genomeanalysis for nucleotide interactions
char gen3[4];
for(tr=O;tr<maz;tr++)
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st=strcmp(dicon[tr],hexa);
if(st=O)

inc=O;
while( fgets(gen3 ,4,fp)! =NULL&&strlen(gen3

++di[tr][O];
)==3)

break;
}

st=strcmp(gen3,codon[
tr]);
if(st=O)
++inc;

fseek(fp,-51,1); II fseek(fp,-51,1) -

lexical shift.
II Use fseek(fp,-31,1) -codon!c
shift.
II Del fseek(fp,-51,1) -diconic
shift.

rewind(fp);
cod[tr]=inc;
printf("%s %Id\n",codon[tr],cod[tr]);

fclose(fp);
for(i=O;i<max;i++)
printf("%s\t%ld\n",dicon[i],di [i] [0])

fclose(fp);

Dicon frequency:
#include<curses.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
#include<string.h>
#include<stdio.h>
#define max 4096
main(int argc,char *argv[])
{

int ij,k,n=O,r,p,s;
char m[4],dicon[max][7];
long di[max][l];
m[O]='a' ;m[ I ]='c' ;m[2]='g' ;m[3]='t'
for(i=O;i<4;i++ )
for(j=O;j<4;j++ )
for(k=O;k<4;k++)
for(r=O;r<4;r++ )
for(p=O;p<4;p++ )
for(s=O;s<4;s++ )

sprintf(dicon[ n++] ,"%c%c%c%c%c%c",m[i],m[j] ,m[k],m
[r],m[p],m[s]);
1

FILE *fp;
fp=fopen(argv[l],"r");
char hexa[7];
int st;]ong tr;
while(fgets(hexa,7,fp)!=NULL && strlen(hexa)
for(tr=O;tr<max;tr++

)
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